
How to change VDM UCANDAS Language

VDM UCANDAS is multi-language diagnostic tool, support English. German. French. Spanish,
italian. Farsi. Dutch. Portuguese. Japanese. Thai. Indonesian. Chinese Traditional. Chinese
Simplified. Czech. Hungarian Arabic. Russian Global Edition. Finnish. Korean. Turkish.
Vietnamese

But the device is English language by default, customer can choose one more langauge. If you
need other language for your VDM, please provide the serial number and order number to us. We
will open authorization for another language for you.

Here is detail instruction show you how to add another language to your VDM:
1. Provide the serial number , the language you need and order number to us. We will open
authorization for another language for you.

2. After software authorization is opened, we will let you informed, then you can download
update tool on offical website http://www.ucandas.com/

3. Install the update tool and plug the device to your laptop, click the update tool as the picture
show

4. You will enter the interface needs you fill in your information. Then register your information.
(Keep remember these information, if you use wrong register information to log in the official
website in the future, it will meet error prompt)
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http://www.ucandas.com/


5. In the upper right corner of update interface, after your software is opened ready, you can
choose the language you want to download. Then your car software will be downloaded and
installed as the language you choose. (This language is for car software. Attention: Language for
Car model software and software operation menu is different. Do mot garble it. Only this two
language are the same, it will display the car model. Otherwise it will not show any car model
after download.)

6. Back to the update tool, you will see the operation language menu. Setup this language to the
one you want. Then all the language will be set to the one you want.

7. Click this update menu, then you will enter update interfacewww.o
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There are two uses for update tool: if you do not have the car list, then it is the update tool. After
you download the car software and install it ready, then it is the diagnose software.
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